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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the study of backchannel conversation
during a scientific conference, for this study I have analyzed
the tweets about Theorizing the Web 2012. For the real time
analysis I developed a web-based conference tweets visualization dashboard called Conference Monitor. This real time
visualization of conference tweets will help the organizers to
visualize the conference backchannel. The retrospective analysis shows interesting trends in the conference tweets and the
social network of the participants.
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INTRODUCTION

Use of social media is getting popular for conferences and organizations, conferences often have their designated account
to make their online presence in twitter, facebook, linkedin or other social media. Many organizations now have online community managers and they play important role during
the events organized by them. People attending those events
are also becoming more and more engaged in communicating via online social media, microblogging during conference
events is becoming part of the conference experience. The
organizers need to keep an eye on the online conversation
and communication to better handle the event. In scientific
conferences the use of online presence and social media for
backchannel communication are wide spread as researchers
can not only make new social ties, but also share their works
with their cohorts. The organizers as well can broadcast information about the conference to the audience very easily. The
use of live microblogging during the event gives it a broader

coverage. It can make a tie between the group of people who
are attending the event in person and the people who are remotely following the happenings. In that sense these events
are getting a ubiquitous flavor as people from geographically
distributed area can in fact participate actively to the event.
With an audience so large, it can be a challenge for the organizers to single handedly monitor the event.
In this study I developed a monitoring tool to visualize the
backchannel conversations and the social participation during a conference. Its visualizations can give real time feedback to the organizers and also help them analyze the event
retrospectively. The main focus is to help the organizers monitor the event; nevertheless it can also add value to the conference followers to have a better experience regarding the
event. I used twitter conversations as the backchannel conversation platform and used the data for the conference Theorizing the Web as a case study. Online weak ties can lead to
in person communication and strong collaboration as people
attending the event are in the same location. The monitoring
tool can help the attendees find people with similar research
interest near themselves and help expanding their social network. This is also a real time dashboard for the organizers
as they can find the active participants and have an overview
of the event conversation at a glance. The organizers tweet
time to time, spreading out information about the conference,
but they also need to understand what to tweet, when to tweet
and how to get attention of people. Too much information
to the uninterested audience can rather cause negative effect,
therefore it is necessary to understand the needs of the crowd.
To understand this, this tool marks the interventions taken by
the organizers and makes it easy to assess the effect of those
interventions. Recently there has been a surge of event monitoring tool, they create summary statistics about the event
tweets and help get an overview, but their focus is mainly on
the popular content shared during the event, while my goal
is to make a complete tool to understand the event from an
organizer’s point of view. Using its real time visualization an
organizer can identify:
• Active people (with more tweets) and popular people( being mentioned and retweeted more ).
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• Trending and popular hash tags.
• Comparison of sessions ( in case of different session, which
sessions are more popular in backchannel conversation).
• Pace of tweets during the event.

• Comparison of tweets from the attendees and nonattendees.
The recent trend of analyzing consumers’ social network is
targeted towards creating new consumers, where people in
one’s social network with similar interest might become the
new consumers. On contrast in case of events and causes
people sharing similar interest come together and create social connections. Scientific conferences are of short duration but significant events that needs careful observation. For
this purpose we need to know the active users, the influential
participants, the contents, their relations and their evolution
throughout the event. A participant can have a large social
network but only a small portion of his network can be related
to the conference. A person can have thousands of follower
in twitter but the raw number of followers cannot be an indicator for his influence regarding the conference, therefore to
identify active and influential people new metrics are needed
that are relevant to analyze the activity in the context of the
conference. With the data collected before, during and after
the conference I performed a follow up retrospective analysis
in order to answer the following research questions:
• Analyze the community formation around the conference
hash tag.
• Compare the network growth between the attendees and
the non-attendees.
• Identify the active, influential and benefited participants.
The retrospective analysis investigates the growth of the participants’ social network that is relevant to the conference. I
analyzed the increase of new followers for the participants
during the conference and only considered the new followers
who were also interested in that event. The rest of the paper
describes the design and development process of the tool, and
then discusses the analysis performed after the data collection
was over.
RELATED WORK

Analyzing people’s online interactions and information sharing during popular events has opened a broad spectrum of
analysis and research questions. McCarthy et. al. [5] discusses the advantage and disadvantages of having backchannels during an ongoing event. Nevertheless this vast data
of backchannel conversation can make sense if aggregated
properly and made available in a way easier for domain experts to analyze. TwitInfo [4] presents a way to visualize
tweets during events by showing time line, map and sentiment view leveraging the understanding of people’s participation in microblogging during the event. Another system
is the visual backchannel[1] where the content flow is shown
using a stream graph view. Both systems give overview of the
tweets, however they are targeted towards general users. Conference monitor, on the other hand, focuses on monitoring
event from an organizer’s point of view so he can take action
during the event and see the effects. Ebner et. al. stated the
limitation of tweets to convey meaningful information to the
non-attendees [2]. But again they could not distinguish the
attendees from the non-attendees. People not present at the

event can also bring focus to the event to a broader audience
as information diffusion during an event can take interesting
path. Starbird et. at. showed in [8] that significant number of
people tweeting during the Arab spring was in fact not present
in the ground in Cairo. Similarly microblogging during natural disaster can bring together both people on the ground
and people caring about remotely creating a social network
of people providing them situational awareness [10]. The followers and mention network expand within a very short time
during events. Further study can bring more value in that
area. Nevertheless the growth of network for attendees and
non-attendees during a conference might not follow the same
pattern and I aim to analyze that through my study.
While attendees and non-attenders are important groups to
compare, even among the attendees, we can find people with
different roles [7]. The organizers play influential role to
broadcast about their event, but it can be more valuable to
get the perspective of other participants, in this case identifying people with influential online persona can be useful
for the organizers. EventGraph [3] can help identifying those
people who become important hubs during events. The people and topic both face rapid change during events. Wolfgang Reinhardt et. al. [6] surveyed how the use is different
before, after and during conference by organizers and attendees. In their survey they find out the purpose of attendees
to use twitter during conferences: sharing resource, keeping
online presence, participating in parallel discussion, taking
notes,communicating with others and posing questions. Resource sharing and communicating are closely related with
retweets and URL sharing, Suh et. al. [9] showed retweetability of a tweet is correlated with presence of URL and
hashtags on it, and the number of followers and followees
also influence retweetability. While their study was done in
randomly sampled tweets, for conference tweets it can be different, as the total number of followers or followees may not
play role when it comes to have interest on conference tweets,
as the events are targeted towards specific group of audience
the retweetability features need to be measured in the context
of the event itself rather than simple global aggregation.
DESIGN OF STUDY

The conference, Theorizing the Web 2012, was held on April
14th 2012. I started collecting the tweets from March 14.
The conference has a designated hashtag ’#ttw12’ and twitter account ’@ttw conf ’. It was the second time for the organizers to arrange this conference, after the success of the
first one in 2011, they observed the enthusiasm of the participants having conversation about the conference in twitter.
Therefore they expected to have a tech-savvy mass the following year as well. With this expectation, I worked with
the organizers to provide ways to make it more engaging for
the attendees and all the participants. This conference had
9 sessions: three of them were in the morning, three before
lunch and other three after the lunch, and finally a keynote
session. To compare the sessions, I requested the organizers
to assign different hash tags for each session so that the participants can tweets about the sessions using those hash tags.
Therefore each of the sessions were assigned a special hashtag ( room number followed by session number , so session

1 in room b had hashtag ’#b1’) and those hashtags were well
broadcasted by the organizers through the conference website
before the event itself. The session hashtags were also written
in the conference rooms. There was free wifi available for the
attendees.
One research goal was to compare the attendees ( people who
were present in the event in person) and non-attendees ( people who followed the event or tweeted about it but did not
attend in person ). The conference organizers requested the
participants to provide their twitter handles through the registration process. The conference twitter account shared the
public list of the participants in twitter, this way anyone visiting that account’s account’s twitter page could see the list.
They also published and distributed a handy guide listing the
session hashtags and the speakers’ twitter handles so that the
participants can tweet with appropriate hash tag and mentions. Also all the talks were broadcasted online through live
streaming so that anyone can follow the conference remotely.
There were volunteers assigned as backchannel moderators
who could read through the tweets to identify issues and concerns during the conference. As a recent trend, the conference
tweet streams were projected in the lobby during the whole
event. This well organized setting made this conference a
good use case to study.
The development of this tool was also an iterative process
with brainstorming sessions with the organizer to come up
with research questions that can be answered by this tool.
Some of the answers can be useful only after the event and
some are for real time observation. This way I decided upon
which features to include in the web app and which ones can
be left for retrospective analysis. For example, calculating the
network metrics in real time would take more time and therefore was not developed in this version of the tool. Rather
statistics about each individuals were presented in interactive
way. The organizer wanted to see how a non-central person
becomes a central one during the event, to do this looking at
her mention network and follower network can be useful, the
tool itself can be helpful to show the growth of mentions for
that person during the conference, whereas for the analysis
of the growth of the follower network it does not support any
real time visualization so far.

ple tweeting about the conference for five days before and
after the conference, therefore ten days in a row. NodeXL’s
search-network gives the follower information of the people
only if he has tweeted with that conference hashtag, therefore if a person did not tweet about it, his network data cannot be obtained by search network. If someone tweeted only
during the conference and not before we can have his followers data only for that day and not before that. To overcome
this shortcoming I also collected the followers network data
of people related to the conference via a script that calls the
twitter api, it gives the list of all the followers of a person.
From that I filtered out the people who did not tweeted about
the conference, therefore the remaining network was only the
followers of that person who were also interested about the
conference. I merged the NodeXL followers networks and
the network data obtained via the script to avoid missing data,
redundant edges were also removed. These data are exported
to the aforementioned MySQL database for further analysis.
I categorized the participants in groups of :
• Attendees: speakers, backchannel-moderators, and organizers.
• Non-attendees: not present physically but following
through twitter or watching the live video stream.
The regiestered participants were asked to provide their twitter handles. After the conferecne the organizer manually
coded the twitter handles of the participants who registered
but forgot to provde their twitter handles.
Data Preprocessing

One complicated case was to have the same hashtag for another conference, TTW was the hashtag for Teen Tech Week
which happened in March so people in that conference were
also tweeting about that therefore my database had tweets and
user information regarding that. To remove those tweets, I
rendered the network diagram of the people tweeting with
TTW and saw two separate clusters of people, one with people from Theorizing the Web and another with Teen Tech
Week, therefore I removed tweets from the people in the other
cluster and the user information to clean up the data.

Data collection

Web interface

The data collection was done via a continuously running call
to Twitter streaming api to collect all the tweets that have the
hash tag ’#ttw12’. The data collection started on March 14,
2012 and stopped on April 27, 2012. I maintained a MySQL
database server to store the tweets. The tweets, their entities
and metadata were parsed to store the information about the
users, mentions, their followers network, their mention network, the urls shared via twitter and the tag counts. These
parsed information are also stored in respective tables. I used
the open source php library from 140dev.com as a basecode
to obtain the tweets and create the database. For retrospective analysis after the conference, the database was useful to
answer queries regarding the analysis.

To show the live updates and statistics, I decided to create it
on a web based platform. The organizers can easily access it
during the conference and monitor the current situation, take
appropriate action or annotate specific time in the time line
view. The web interface communicates with the server and
generates the real time visualization. The visualizations in
the client side is built using d3 javascript library. The server
side is written in php. The web app is hosted in Apache Web
server.

To obtain the followers network I used NodeXL and each day
I took the snapshots of the followers networks of the peo-

The conference monitor web app [1] consists of four main
panels: the tag cloud for frequent hashtags, the table showing
statistics of the tweeps( user accounts), a time line view of the
tweets and the raw tweets. On load it shows the visualizations
for all the tweets without any filtering. The coordinated views
are as follows:

Figure 1. Conference monitor web app. 1) Time line view, 2) Hash tag 3) User table 4) Tweet feed. In addition, the intervention tweets are in a separate
feed in (5). The triangles in (6) are the markings for the interventions.

• Time line: A time line of tweets, synchronized with specific events during the conference.
• Hash tags: The tag cloud of hashtags occurring in the
tweets.
• User table: A table presenting relevant information about
the tweeters.
• Tweet feed: Tweets occurring during the conference.
Figure 1 shows the unfiltered view of the system.
The time line view shows the pace of the tweets. We can see if
there is sudden spike of tweets in some specific time. As conferences usually has multiple session,s we can select specific
session and see the tweet pace during that particular session
and compare this to the others. The annotations and interventions made by the conference manager is shown with triangle
marks. If the intervention is a tweet itself, then by selecting
the triangle, that specific tweet will also be highlighted in the
tweet feed view.
The hashtag view shows the tag cloud of top 20 most frequent
hashtags appearing in the conference tweets. The size of the
hashtag indicates the frequency and the color indicates its age
( time spent since its first occurance ). Older hashtags are
displayed in brown and newer ones are in green. With this
visualization it is easily understandable if a hashtag is very
popular inspite of its ’newness’.
The user table gives an overview of the activities of the participants who are tweeting during the conference. We can see
who are more active by looking at their total tweet counts,
and who are more popular by looking at how many times they

are mentioned in other attendees’ tweets. By looking at the
last update column, we can see if the attendee is still actively
tweeting or not. To find out the most active users sorting this
table by total number of tweets can be useful. Another interesting observation would be to see who are mentioned or
retweeted the most by other participants, therefore I added the
Mentioned in and Mentioned by columns to show how many
tweets mentioned them and how many different people mentioned them respectively. From the table it is easily seen who
has a lot of tweets but not many mentions or who tweeted a
few times and still got a lot of mentions and retweets. Participants who tweeted often and also were mentioned by others
can be thought of as more active and influential ones. The
table view helps detect important participants, the table can
be sorted by the number of followers, the number of tweets,
number of tweets that mentions him and number of people
who mentioned him. Unlike other existing tolls, this one
shows only the statistics that is relevant in the context of the
conference.
Interventions taken by the organizers are marked with yellow
triangles below the timeline, they mark the time of the intervention so that the effect of the intervention can be easily
ditinguishable in the timeline.
Interaction

Filtering For better analysis, the organizers can select tweets
of interest using faceted filtering provides with the tool. All
the views can be filtered out based on time, user and hashtag,
all of these filters can be used in combination.
• Filter tweets from specific time duration

• Filter by attendance
• Filter tweets with specific hashtag
• Filter tweets by a user
The time line view can be zoomed with brushing and the
tweets only from that selected time frame will be shown. The
hash tag view will change to show the tag clouds from tweets
of that time frame and the user table will show the users who
tweeted at that time frame. There are also predefined temporal selection as a drop down list, from where particular sessions can be selected to filter the time frame of only that session, or the last 24 hours, or last week or last month.

tweet, so this tool can directly include a triangle for that intervention. If it was not a tweet, then organizer can annotate
about this action using the action window of this tool to annotate significant happenings during the conference that can
effect the course of event. The organizers can open this action
window and annotate that particular time with action notes.
For example he can save a note to himself as: ”‘Emailed the
person with most number of followers at 12 am”’ and select
the time when he performed that action. This will also appear
as a triangle in the action marks.

If a hash tag is chosen then the tweet view shows only the
tweets with that hashtag and in the time line view another
time line for those tweets can be added to observe its overall temporal pattern. The user table is also changed to show
only the participants who tweeted with that hash tag and their
number of tweets with that hash tag.
Same way from the user table active and important users can
be identified, in the user table, one such user is KatyPearce,
who was very active in tweeting as well as was mentioned
by many other users, therefore from the table, I select this
user, and that table row is highlighted, and the hash tag view
is changed accordingly showing only the hash tags that appears on this users tweet streams. The twitter feed view is
also changed, keeping only the tweets from this user and the
tweets that mentions this users. To see the activity stream of
this particular users, a tweet time line is added in the main
time line view that shows the activity of and about this account, showing a consistent time line.

Figure 2. Conference monitor after selecting a particular user

Figure 3. Action window for the organizer

To analyze the effect of the interventions, organizers can click
on the triangle marking its time. If that intervention was done
via a tweet, then that tweet is highlighted in the tweet feed
view. Organizers can select time frame before and after the
intervention using the brushing mechanism in the time line.
This can help to identify relevant changes after that intervention. For example whether tweets from a certain person or
with a certain hash tag increased or not.
ANALYSIS AND RESULT
Overall statistics

The table can also be filtered by attendees and non-attendees.
If the non-attendees filter is chosen, then only the nonattendees will be shown in the table and all the other views
will be changed in coordination.
Comparing time line After filtering by time, user, tags, attendance or sessions it will be interesting to compare the tweet
streams among those filtered dataset. Therefore for each fileterd dataset, its time lines can be added in the main time line
view, each time line has a separate color and is superimposed
over the existing ones.
Anotatation To observe the impact of the interventions taken
by the organizers it is important to mark the time of the intervention. In this tool the intervention points are marked with
yellow triangles below the main time line view, mousing over
will show the time and action taken at that point. If it was
a tweet then the organizer included the hashtag #iv with that

The dataset contain tweets with hashtag #ttw12 from March
14th to April 27th, 4828 tweets in total with 1727 retweets,
on average 8.14 tweets per person.
236 people registered for the conference, and 140 of them
provided their twitter handles if they had any and 92 of them
actually tweeted about the conference. This way among all
the people who tweeted, the attendes were identified.
The tweets were from 593 different accounts which indicates
that people not registered for the conference also tweeted
about it, there were 501(= 593 − 92) such people. 1100
of the tweets consist of tweets from non-attendees (people
who were not present at the event) , 585 of these are retweets,
making 34%(= 585/1727) of the total retweets bulk.
Tweets:
• Average tweet per attendee: 40.2

Also from the over all hash-tag cloud the session tags are
the most used hashtags, indicating that having particular hash
tags for sessions actually worked well for the participants and
they welcomed this idea and remembered to use them while
tweeting about the sessions. Even though during the keynote
speech, the session tag for the key note was not used in many
tweets. The session hash tag for the key note speech was in
fact announced later on the conference just before the speech
and some participants used the hash tag #keynote instead of
#a3 which was the assigned hash tag for keynote. To make
the use of session hash tag easier, the organizer decided to
use only a two-letters session hashtag as twitter already has
a 140 character limit, using long session hash tag might create more restriction and limit the character count of the tweet
contents.
Figure 4. Frequency of tweets during the conference

• Average tweet per non-attendee: 2.19
• Average tweet per live streamer: 9.8
Retweets:
• Average retweet per attendee: 12.41
• Average retweet per non-attendee: 1.16
• Average retweet per live streamer: 1.8
As people could watch the live streaming of the conference, it
boosted up the level of participation among the non-attendees,
24 people watched the live steaming remotely and contributed
to the backchannel conversation with 236 tweets in total, with
43 retweets.
Among the 593 tweeters, 523 people either retweeted or
replied or mentioned other people in their tweets, among
them 432 people retweeted other people’s tweets. So 70(=
593 − 523) people did not mention or reply to any other people or retweet other people’s status.
Real time analysis with Conference Monitor
Time line of tweets

The tweet pace pattern in the time line view shows that lunch
and other break times do not have high tweet volume as expected. Interestingly the tweet volume is higher in sessions
before the lunch break and after the break we see overall decline of tweet volume, including the keynote speech session.

Comparing Sessions

From the organizers, it is noted that each session had on average 25 people present. Sessions b1, c1 and d1 were held
in parralel, in this case session d1 shows the least activity in
twitter. Similarly session b2, c2 and d2 were all parallel sessions in different rooms, and all of them had similar level of
activity. On the other hand in the afternoon session, b3, c3
and d3, b3 had the lowest level of activity in twitter.
During the keynote speech there were 698 tweets, 281 mentioned the keynote speaker. 151 using the session hashtag. In
the whole dataset, total 388 tweets mentioning the keynote
speaker, either quoting him or asking him direct question or
just mentioning his name as information. The speaker himself
tweeted about the conference just 2 times before and during
the event, but had 15 more tweets after the following week in
reply to the tweets he received from the attendees during the
event.
Identifying active participants

After filtering the data and keeping only the non attendees
using the attendance filters, I got the time line for tweets from
the non-attendees. The table view was changed to show only
the non-attendees, after sorting it by number of tweets, I saw
Jeffery Keefer is the most active non-attendee, he tweeted 139
times during the conference day while he was watching the
live stream and got 18 new followers. I also obtained his
tweet stream in the time line and see that he was active most
of the time and became inactive in backchannel during the
key note speech.
Retrospective analysis

During the morning sessions: opening remarks, session 1
and 2 before the lunch break (8am to 1pm) there were 2151
tweets from 281 people: averaging 7.654 tweets per person.

After I stopped collecting the data I analyzed them i NodeXL
and Excel, using results from the database.

During the afternoon sessions: session 3 and keyote speech
after that (1 pm to 6 pm) there were 1435 tweets from 197
people averaging 7.284 tweets per person, therefore the rate
of tweets were similar but the number of people tweeting
dropped. It might be an indicator that some people left after
lunch, or just got tired of tweeting or may be they were paying
more attention in listening to the talk rather than tweeting.

Topics

To see the topics of the tweets analyzing only the hash tag
was not adequate. But as content analysis was not part of
this work, I created a word cloud 7 from only the original
tweets of the conference ( filtering out the retweets ), from the
tweet text, I removed the commonly used words, mentions of
people’s name and exclamatory words.

Figure 5. Session 1:b1,c1 ans d1 sessions in parallel. The tag cloud shows low activity during session d1.Session3: b3,c3 and d3: b3 had least activity on
twitter.Keynote speech (session4): Most of the tweets comprise mention to the keynote speaker and the interviewer of the speaker.

This word cloud shows the recurring topics in the backchannel conversation. Social networking services twitter, facebook and pinterest are discussed as well as journalism, politics and privacy.
Retweets and URLs

1075 tweets were retweeted at least once, among them 784
did not have URLs, 287 had urls. In total 30 tweets were
retweetd more than 5 times, 15 of them had URLs, other 15
did not.
1124 tweets( including retweets ) contained URLs in this
dataset. 338 urls were shared in total. Therefore on average
each URL is shared 3.3 times even though among those URLs
161 URLs were not reshared by any other user. After reading
the tweets with those URLs, I observed those are mostly part
of conversations, sending a picture or video url to another person, or sharing a personal photo at the venue, therefore those
URLs were not of interest to others for resharing.

Figure 6. Table view and Time line view of non-attendees. Blue line is
the tweet time line from non-attendees, orange line is from only Jeffery
Keefer.

Figure 8. Tweets shared with and without url

With URL: average reshare: 1.954 per tweet ( 287 tweets in
total shared 561 times). Significant retweets with URLs contained:
• link of blog post on topics discussed in the conference
• the live stream video url
• online conference flier
• list of attendees
• panel spotlight
Figure 7. Word cloud from the tweet text

Without URL: 1.486 reshare per tweet ( 784 tweets in total
shared 1165 times in total). Those tweets are mostly relevant to the topics discussed in the conference (specially during the key note speech), positive thoughts about the conference, controversial speech ( some one used the term ’digital
native’ and was requested to stop using it). Also a typo in the
event schedule flier was also retweeted to get attention of the
participants.

Comparing people

Among the 140 registered attendees who provided their twitter handles, 92 people actually tweeted about the conference
at least once. All of the 30 speakers tweeted about the conference.

Figure 9. The distribution of particiants in twitter. 593 tweeters, among
them 92 attended the event, among them 30 were speasker. All speakers
tweeted, 48 attendees did not tweet.

people tweeted about that, they took action to solve it. They
also made announcement via twitter about the speakers before their talk. As they played key role during the event, their
follower growth was also very high during the event. By following their tweets, it was expected to get updated information about the event.
Non-attendees: People who followed the conference via twitter or live streaming also participated in the backchannel conversation. The most active non-attendee was Jeffery Keefer
who watched the live streaming of the talks. Among the nonattendees, 21 people in fact followed the conference through
the live streaming and actively participated in the backchannel. . In contrast to his high tweet volume, another nonattendee had only 2 tweets about the conference but got 23
new followers. After observing this I saw the 2 tweets he
made and those were in fact the event graph about the conference, therefore people became very interested in that diagram,
they retweeted about it and the user got much attention( Marc
Smith). It was interesting to observe the follower growth pattern for the non-attendees as some of them got significantly
number of new followers even though they did not attend the
conference in person or neither did they give a talk.
Getting new followers

I collected the network data of the people tweeting about the
conference, and observed the increase of follower-count from
April 9th to April 15th. As the conference was held in April
14th, most of the new connections were made during that day.
There were 858 followers connections present at 9th April
and as the conference day approached the number of new followers connection grew and finally on April 17, there were
2449 connections in total, that means 1591 new connections
were made during this event. The histogram of the followers
network data shows the newly created connections per day.
Among the 593 people tweeting about the conferences, 364
people created new connections among themselves during the
event.
Figure 10. Participation by the attendees

Figure 11. Distribution of tweets among the participants. Each bar represents a user, yello: non-attendees, blue: attendees.

Speakers: On average every speaker got 23 new followers
during the conference whereas the non speaker attendees got
14 and the non attendees got 6 new followers on average (
excluding the non attendees who did not get any user at all).
Backchannel moderators: The back channel moderators volunteered to monitor the tweets and resolve administrative issues, if there was any technical problem in any session and

Figure 12. Addition of new followers during the conference week

The followers network kept on going but had a sharp drop the
day before the conference and had a huge rise during the conference day. This indicates that most of the new connections

were established at the day of the conference. The drop of
network growth on the day before the conference may be due
to the fact that people were traveling to attend the event and
therefore not active online. The similar pattern can be seen
for the followers growth for the non-attendees too.
From the pie chart we can see that the attendees gained most
number of new followers, among them speakers in fact contributed the most in the growth of this network, as 33% of the
new connections were made to the speakers, this indicates
that people are more interested to know about the speakers
and they also got more exposure.
Among the 501 non-attendees, 403 people only tweeted once,
they did not have any conference related followers even before the event and they did not get any new followers from
that event. So I filtered them out and kept only the 97 who in
fact gained new followers and analyzed their network data.
• New followers per attendee: 18
• New followers per speaker: 23
• New follower per non-attendee: 4.6
After sorting the non-attendees by the followers growth per
tweet, I can see several non-attendees tweeted about the conference just once yet managed to get a lot of new followers,
even 18 new followers per tweet. After selecting those people I observed their tweets and see that either their tweets
were actually retweeted by the conference organizers or they
were mentioned by the organizers and they gained new followers after that. In this case, their number of followers or
number of tweets were not the role player, rather than being
mentioned by important people who have a lot of followers
related to the conference made the difference and gave them
more visibility. Therefore, the general conception of reaching
new people by tweeting more does not apply here in context
of conference event, we need to find out the people who have
more reach, in context of the event, not the overall reach. So
this contextual measure of tweet reach is necessary. People
interested about the conference start to follow the conference
account before the event, so it is better to be mentioned by
the conference hashtag or organizers prior to the conference
to get more new followers. Just being mentioned by the organizer in one or two tweets can help expand the network.

Figure 13. Followers network obtained from NodeXL

After loading the followers network in NodeXL, four large
groups emerged. The connections among the groups were
also very strong.
Mentions

I also observed a string correlation between the number of
times a users is mentioned and the number of times he
tweeted during the conference 0.66.
After loading the mention network data in NodeXL, several
clusters are seen. To see who are the central people within
those cluster I used dynamic filters and kept only the vertices with highest betweenness centrality among its group.
Some vertices had very similar betweenness centrality, therefore some groups have more than one central vertices. Each
of these clusters are formed around a few central people, they

Figure 14. Mention vs Tweets graph for all the participants

are acarvin, pjrey, nathanjurgensen, techsoh,TtW conf, dfreelong, racialicious and katyperce. TtW conf was the conference account, acarvin was the keynote speaker, techsoh interviewed him, pjrey and nathanjurgensen were organizers ,
therefore their central status in the mention network is plausible. TahrirSupply and SultanaAlQassemi were mentioned
mostly during the keynote speech due to the discussion about
use of twitter during the Arab spring. Jefferykeefer tweeted
by watching the live streaming and made new connections.

Figure 15. Mention network

provided twitter handles of all the speakers in a printed guide
which gave the speakers more visibility, but this suggestion
can also be very helpful. People tweeted quations to the key
note speaker and his interviewer. One suggestions to the organizers can be to compile those questions and presented to
the speakers after their talks for more discussion or simply
aggregate them to find new research direction.
The contents of tweets also varied during the event. Before
the conference, the tweets were more about the conference
location, housing, getting there, food etc. Tweets from the organizers relevant to those topics got more retweets before the
event. This indicates that social interaction is important before the conference to make the experience easy for the participants. Ebner et al.[[2]] leave out these type of tweets as ”‘Irrelevant”’ tweets as they are not directly related to the conference topic, but they are in fact important for the attendees
and both non-attendees as these issues can hinder the success
of the conference. For example, the live streaming was not
working for one of the sessions and the backchannel moderators received complaints about it via tweets, and readily
fixed the problem. In this case the backchannel added value
to the conference experience of the remote viewers. Also another attendee was looking for housing and offering ride to
the venue and that tweet was retweeted by other followers of
the event. I would suggest another category for those tweets:
”‘Social Tweets”’, while administrative and topical tweets are
important categories, these social tweets reveal important aspect of the experience.
Speakers shared their talk slides and their blog post on some
topic via twitter. During the conference I interviewed speaker
Kate Pearce and got her perspective on twitting during the
conference. She mentioned that she keeps her followers up to
date about her publications and recent works and that helps
her to get more citing for her work. Her suggestion for making new connections with other researcher via twitter was to
make thoughtful comments about their work and thus to get
their attention to follow you.

Figure 16. Important people in the mention network.

DISCUSSION

The conference monitor web app made it possible to find and
selected interesting oarticipants and tweeting pattern, just by
some simple interactions, during and after the conference.
During the conferene I chacked the web app time to time
and observed how the hash tag view and user table view are
changing with time. As the views can be filtered by time, it
is easily seen which users are more active in which sessions,
who are mentioned more during what time period.
The tweets from the live streamers revealed that the idea
of live streaming was well accepted by the remote viewers,
and some interested individuals followed the whole event and
tweted about it the whole day and made new connections.
One user requested in his tweet to have the twitter handles of
the speakers in each of their slides. The conference organizers

High volume of tweets made the event ’Trending’ in DC area
tweets. This can give such event more visibility to audience
who are not directly related to this event but might get interested after seeing its trendiness. Part of this possibly had happened due to the encouragement by the organizers and the actions taken by them: having the hashtags on the room, having
the handler on the printed guide, tweeting about the speaker
before the talk.
As non-participants cannot get the idea just from tweet
stream, they can use the tool to visualize the over all event.
It is useful to compare sessions, people and topics. It can immediately visualize the influential and active people in real
time with the user table showing their tweet count and mention count. Also from the time line view it can be easily
shown how long they were being active and when are they
mentioned.
The whole analysis was performed in context of the event,
rather than global metrics of influence. People who are influential in their overall twitter presence may not be important

or influential during a specific event, therefore counting their
total followers, tweets and mentions cannot be relevant for
conferences. Keeping this in mind I introduced the event related metrics for measuring the influence.
In general using a hashtag increases the likelihood of a tweet
to be retweeted, but in case of conferences, all the tweets
have the hashtag of the conference, therefore just having a
hashtag on tweets could not make it more retwetable, rather
the content of the tweet made more effect. I observed that
even having URL on the tweets were not a good indicator for
retweetability in this event. Unless the URLs were something
significant as talk slide, relevant blog post or informative link,
they were not retweeted much. The tweets with URL of image or video did not receive significant reshares. From this
I can conclude as the audience were more serious and concerned about their audience they preferred o keep their online
presence more serious and meaningful, it makes perfect sense
in case of academic conferences.
The session tags were used for all the sessions except for the
key note speech, in all the sessiosn the session hash tag were
written in the room whereas in keynote speech, the session
tag was announced later. This indicates to make sure people
use the hash tags, it is better to have it within thier notice.
Limitation

The twitter api gave the follower network of all person tweeting about the conference, but I could get their id only after
they actually tweeted, so their first non-zero entry in the follower growth table is in fact the number of followers they
already had before. If a person tweeted in the conference day
for the first time, then it was not possible to determine how
many new followers he got sue to the event, as I did not have
any previous data for his followers. If there was a twitter api
that gave the number and user id of the followers of a person before a certain date it would resolve the problem. From
twitter I could get the total number of followers, but to filter
out the irrelevant ones, I also need their id. So if the follower
network of a person before a date could be derived via twitter
api, that would give better analysis result. In this dataset such
users are not many, therefore I could ignore this affect, but for
other events it might be problem.
Due to server load, the network view of the tweeters are not
shown in this version, in the second version of the conference
monitor, the mention and follower network of people will be
shown on demand. Now it shows who are the most mentioned
people and who mention them. An accompanying network
view will be perfect for this analysis.
Also for the correlation analysis, it is not obvious which variable is the cause and which one is the effect, an in person
interview or survey would work well to figure out what the
reason.
Another observation was that the pace of tweets dropped after
lunch break, but the reason is not obvious from that.
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

The web app demonstrates the value of having a real time
monitoring tool for the organizers. From the retrospective

analysis it is seen that usual influential metrics are not always applicable when it comes to the context of specific audience. While existing studies correlate tweets and number of
followers, the network growth during an event was not studied before. I analyzed the network growth in context of the
conference and compared the growth between attendees and
non-attendees. The novelty of this analysis procedure is that
it takes only the relevant followers and relevant tweets.
Even though the current version of the web app is able to
show the effect of the intervention, to measure the effect of
intervention empirical data is needed, therefore I plan to conduct a cotrolled intervention study, to compare the effect with
and without intervention. Again, conferences have different
characteristics, they vary in duration, number of people and
structures. I am collecting data on other conferences and will
compare the tweeting pattern of several conference to verify
the result found from this analysis. Also more real time analytics capability will be added in the web app. One suggestion
from Marc Smith was to add simple network statistics in the
real time visualization. Topic extraction from short lengthed
contents like tweets is a research topic on its own, I wish to
plug in some simple topic extraction and visualize the topics in the real time visualization. Moitoring tweets via online
tools can be useful for situation awareness and intervening
in case of natural disaster, national and international events;
therefore working closely with more organizers from diferent
events could bring in more research questions.
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